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Purpose  

To provide clear behavioural expectations and consistent consequences for breaches in the code.   
To recognise, in a positive way students who demonstrate the school values of Consideration, Care 
and Courage. These are guidelines, each event or student behaviour must be assessed on a case-by 
case basis.  
 

Implementation  

1 School Values and Rules.  

The school values and rules are: Consideration, Care and Courage.  

 Each Class will discuss and explore what these words mean at the beginning of each 

year. (support poster for each stage)  

 Charts are available for each year group to refer to, ensuring that students have a 

good understanding of the expected behaviours at school and how they fit into the 

three values of: Consideration, Care and Courage. (expectations and consequences 

poster)  

 A flow chart steps out clearly the steps that teachers can take to monitor behaviour in 

the classroom and in the playground (see flow chart)  

 

2 Recognising Positive Behaviours  

 Students will have School Merit Awards presented to them for demonstrating 

behaviours that are consistent with Consideration, Care and Courage towards our 

Environment, others and self.  

 Students will receive a coloured WPS hand band to recognise that they are 

demonstrating behaviours that are consistent with Consideration, Care and Courage 

towards our Environment, others and self. Teachers will be given a quota to hand out 

when they “catch someone” adhering to the rules. 

         3 Promoting our Values and Rules  

 To promote our school values and rules teachers will highlight different rules each 

fortnight.  

 These behaviours will be promoted on the Monday morning assembly and will be 

reactive to the needs at the time. For example if there is an increase of rubbish in 

the playground then care for the environment will be a focus.  

 This provides a framework to reward students for their behaviour and to explain 

why each rule is important for our safety and security at school.  

 

 Internet use and Student Welfare. 

 The internet provides an opportunity to enhance students’ learning experiences 

by providing access to vast amounts of information across the globe. Online 

communication links students to a collaborative learning environment and is 

intended to assist with learning outcomes. Today’s students are exposed to online 

communication tools and the internet in their community. They have the right to 

expect secure access to these services as part of their learning experiences. 

 The “online communication Services policy outlines responsibilities of students’ on-

line behaviour.  

 Each time a student logs in they are reminded of expectations and agree to 

comply with them.  

 If a student breaches these guidelines they will go through a restorative justice 

process using reflection sheets.  

 If behaviours are repeated or sever, the student may lose access to their student 

portal for a designated amount of time. 

Individual Behaviour Plans  

 For students who are not responding to regular reflective interventions individual 

behaviour plans may need to be created and implemented.  



 

 

  



 

 


